Having removed the blocking wall we next cleared the southern portion of Space K to the northern face of wall 88.

**Trench 4B A L - 9E A**

**Plan 61 (Level 3)**

- **Under plan 60**
  - From depth of: 9.34 - 9.48
  - Type of soil: Green grey clay with fallen slates
  - Pottery: c. 2,750 BC
  - **MU III**
  - large potshaps fragments

- Other: plaster

- Discarded: CG 136 cylindrical juglet

We have left the easternmost portion of the blocking wall standing. It was more carefully constructed than the west part of the blocking wall, being constructed of shaped rocks set in courses. Behind this (to W) one can see the edge of the packed rubble which filled Space K and which formed the back of the rubble blocking wall.
We continue to clean down inside the little platform south of room 49. It is filled with rubble. As we go down it looks like there is a little step just outside the entrance through wall 49 from room 49. As we go down a wall appears on the east side and we come down upon the tops of vertical features. Could there be some sort of well? Joe Shaw suggests it might be analogous to San Baggs's piggery.

We change pails and continue to go down.

Pail 62 (level 3)
Under pail 40

Foundry: 9.48 - 9.63
Type of earth: green, grey clay with stones
Pottery: ca. 220 gr. MM III

Other: Bone

Imperfect.

The earth is becoming more clayey as we are descending. After a photograph we change pails and continue to go down.

Pail 63 (level 3)
Under pail 62
From depth of: 9.05 - 9.18

Type of earth: thick green grey clay
Trench A8A After Paill 64

To Q8A
Paill G3 cont'd.
Pottery: c.3,500gr. MMII
amphora + conical cup from well.

Other: stone, shell, bone

Osmundsted: C6110 conical cup

To the east of the platform we remove some of the stone rubble.

Paill G4 (level 3)
under Paill 56
from depth 3.
Type of rock: large stone rubble with sandy cover on.
Pottery: c.1,910gr. MMIII

Other: bone.

Subsequently,

We seem to have two earlier N-S walls.
These are probably MMII. They do not seem to continue the line of wall 73 southwards.
Also there is a large cooking pot which protrudes out from the northern end of the east escarp.
K82/6:35 28 VIII 82
OCTIDE DOWN AMPHORA AND CONICAL CUP C 6110 INSIDE 'WELL'. VIEW FROM EAST, WALL 97 IN BACKGROUND.

Text 48A

We remove the vertical slabs in the platform-well structure. We now have walls on three sides - north, east and west. The south still looks like a pile of rubble.

We keep going down. We find what looks like an upside down amphora against the west side (east face of wall 97).

It is looking more and more like a well.

We pile up slabs from inside the well in the SE corner of room 49.

At the neck of the amphora is a cup. = C 6110
K82/6:32 28 VIII 72 View from north of pottery scatter on floor in south of space K, north of wall 88 (pail 65).

K82/6:30-31 28 VIII 82 Views from NE of pottery scatter on floor north of wall 88 in space K (pail 65).

FRENCH 48A.1/48A

In the southern edge of space K, north of wall 88, we change pails as come down on the floor.

Painted (level 3)
Under painted 61
From deposit: 9.24 - 9.34
Lined and painted: stone with green-gray clay
Pottery: c. 2.630 gr.

Others: plaster, stone

Inventory:
- CG117: ridged spouted jar
- CG112: small alabaster with painted decoration
- CG113: conical cup

This must connect with the floor of pail 28.

If we go by the level, but it is difficult to know, since the floor could have sloped downward.

The floor on the floor is all broken sets. There is partly a conical cup, a tripod leg, the spout and handles, rim, etc., of a jug, spouted jar, a round base, and various other fragments.

Sketch plan of space K showing floor of pail 65

1. CG113: conical cup
2. CG137: bradley spouted jar
3. Flat base
4. Tripod leg
5. Small alabaster
6. CG112: with red fluid decoration under tripod leg

1:50
FINAL TRENCH SHOTS: Tr. 48A + Tr. 48A.1

K82/8:15-6
View from East of "Well" and Slab Pavement in Tr. 48A.

K82/8:17 Close up of Slab Pavement in East of Tr. 48A. View from South.

K82/8:18 Overview from South of Slab Pavement in East of Tr. 48A.

K82/8:19 View of Tr. 48A.1 from Southwest.

K82/8:21-20
View of Tr. 48A.1 from Southwest.

K82/8:22-3
View from Southwest of Wall by, blocking Wall and Slab Structure in Northeast Corner of Tr. 48A.1.

Nov. 17, 1983

The dimension 9.62 is probably a site dimension measured by Stavros before excavation. The mathematician's dimension of the trench is 9.80.
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Surface Pails

48A West: 1
48A East: 8, 13, 15, 20
48A.1: 30

7th century B.C.

48A.1: 35, 39, 43, 53

Late Minoan

48A West: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 plus 9, 10, 11, 12
Middle Minoan disturbed by later material

48A East: 17, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 42
48A.1: 36, 44, 45, 47, 49, 50, 51, 54, 55, 57

Middle Minoan

48A West: 14, 16, 18, 19, 23, 28, 29, 34
48A East: 26, 33, 37, 38, 40, 41, 46, 56
48A.1: 58, 59, 60, 61, 65
2. Lugged bowl
7, 5, 4. Conical Cup, 9, 12
6, 3. Base, closed vessel, 11
8, Pilgrim
10. Tripod pot leg
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